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Threshold Concepts Y2 Y3

Perform 
This concept involves 
understanding that music is 
created to be performed. 

Use of voice expressively and 
clearly. 

  
Play tuned and untuned 
instruments.

Sing with a sense of the shape of a melody.  
To represent sounds with symbols.  
To improvise in making sounds with the voice.  
Perform songs using creativity and expression 
and create dramatic effect. 
  

Sing in tune.  
Perform simple melodic and rhythmic parts.  
Improvise repeated patterns.  
Beginning to understand the importance of 
pronouncing the words in a song well.  
Start to show control in voice.  
Perform with confidence. 

  

  Perform simple patterns and 
accompaniments keeping to a steady pulse.  
Recognise and explore how sounds can be 
organised.  
Respond to starting points that have been given  
Understand how to control playing a musical 
instrument so that they sound, as they should.  
  

Perform simple patterns and accompaniments 
keeping to a steady pulse.  
Recognise and explore how sounds can be 
organised.  
Respond to starting points that have been given  
Understand how to control playing a musical 
instrument so that they sound, as they should.  

Create short musical patterns with long and short 
sequences and rhythmic phrases.

Describe music 
This concept involves 
appreciating the features and 
effectiveness of musical 
elements. 

Listen with concentration and 
understanding.

 Notice how music can be used to create 
different moods and effects and to 
communicate ideas.  
Listen and understand how to improve own 
composition.  
Sort composers in to different genres and 
instruments in to different types.  

To notice and explore the way sounds can be 
combined and used expressively.  
Listen to different types of composers and 
musicians.



Compose  
This concept involves 
appreciating that music is 
created through a process which 
has a number of techniques. 

Choose carefully and order sounds in a beginning, 
middle and end.  
Use sounds to achieve an effect. (including use 
of ICT)  
Create short musical patterns.  
Investigate long and short sounds  
Explore changes in pitch to communicate an idea. 

Choose carefully and order sounds in a beginning, 
middle and end.  
Use sounds to achieve an effect. (including use of 
ICT)  
Create short musical patterns.  
Investigate long and short sounds  
Explore changes in pitch to communicate an idea. 

To compose music that combines musical elements.  
Carefully choose sounds to achieve an effect.  
Order my sounds to help create an effect.  

  

Transcribe 
This concept involves 
understanding that compositions 
need to be understood by others 
and that there are techniques 
and a language for communicating 
them. 

Experiment with, create, select and combine 
sounds. 

Transcribe simply using marks to convey pulse or 
rhythm. 

Record musical notes from a glockenspiel to 
notate a melody.


